**Lysol® BRAND**

**KILLS 99.9% of BACTERIA**

**USE THIS PRODUCT TO SANITIZE AND REFRESH YOUR CLOTHING**

- **ELIMINATES 99.9% OF BACTERIA***
- **FIGHTS TOUGH ODORS WITH MALODOR CONTROL TECHNOLOGY**
- **DE-WRINKLES WITH WRINKLE RELEASE TECHNOLOGY**
- **LEAVES A LIGHT FRESH SCENT**

***Kills 99.9% of Enterobacter aerogenes and Staphylococcus aureus on soft surfaces and fabrics in 5 minutes.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE:**

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Read the entire label before using the product.

To Deodorize or Freshen:

- **On Fabrics:** Spray on fabrics until slightly damp to eliminate odors.
- **Air:** Spray the air in a sweeping motion throughout the entire room.

Pre-clean surfaces prior to use. Spray 2-3 times from a distance of 6 to 8 inches until fabric is wet. **DO NOT SATURATE.**

**Fabric Sanitizer:**

- For spot treatment 2” x 2” area only.
- **To Spot Sanitize Soft Surfaces:** Fabric must remain wet for 5 minutes. Let air dry. For difficult odors or heavy fabrics, repeat application. To eliminate odor-causing bacteria on soft surfaces. Let air dry. For difficult odors or heavy fabrics, repeat application. Apply as necessary.

- **LET DRY COMPLETELY BEFORE WEARING.** Do not use on children’s clothing. No excessive usage on articles between laundering. Test in an inconspicuous area for color fastness prior to use.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:**

- **Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals**
  - **CAUTION:** Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or skin. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

- **STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:**
  - **Store in areas inaccessible to small children.** Keep securely closed. Refillable.
  - **Refill trigger bottle only with this product.** If not refilling, discard in trash or offer for recycle. Do not reuse this trigger bottle for any other purpose.
  - **Contains no phosphates.** This bottle is made of 25% post-consumer recycled plastic.

- **Questions?** 1-800-228-4722

For ingredient and other information, visit: [www.rbainfo.com](http://www.rbainfo.com)

For US Patents: [www.rb.com/patents](http://www.rb.com/patents)

Distributed by: Reckitt Benckiser, Parsippany, NJ 07054-0224
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